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RESULTS FROM CPLEAR�Andreas Shopperon behalf of the CPLEAR CollaborationCERN, 1211 Geneva 23, Switzerland(Reeived April 23, 2001)The CPLEAR experiment measures CP -, T -, and CPT -symmetriesin the neutral kaon system. For the �rst time, T -violation and CPT -onservation is measured by a diret method using semileptoni deays.The limit on the CPT -violation parameter Re (Æ) is improved by two ordersof magnitude as ompared to previous measurements. An indiret testof CPT symmetry is performed using the Bell�Steinberger relation andCPLEAR results, improving the urrent limits on Re (") and Im (Æ) byalmost one order of magnitude.PACS numbers: 11.30.Er, 13.20.Eb, 13.25.Hw1. IntrodutionAt present, the neutral-kaon system remains the laboratory for measur-ing with high preision the set of parameters whih desribe, in the mostgeneral way, the disrete symmetries CP; T and CPT . CPLEAR has su-essfully developed a novel experimental approah [1℄ to measure these pa-rameters. The method is based on the measurement of time-dependentdeay-rate asymmetries for the main deay modes, between partiles (K0)and antipartiles (K0). The strangeness of the neutral kaons deaying in therange 0 < � < 20 �S, is tagged at the time of prodution and of deay (for thesemileptoni deay). This tagging apability at prodution and deay timeis spei� of the CPLEAR experiment and enables us to perform a diretmeasurement of time reversal (T ) non-invariane and of CPT -symmetry.� Presented at the Craow Epiphany Conferene on b Physis and CP Violation,Craow, Poland, January 5�7, 2001. (1947)



1948 A. Shopper2. Neutral-kaon phenomenologyThe time evolution and deay of neutral kaons an be parameterized interms of di�erent, mostly equivalent, kaon-mixing and deay parameters.We brie�y outline the parameterization used in our analysis [2, 3℄. The twoparameters whih desribe the neutral-kaon mixing are, respetively, theT - and CPT -violation parameters:" = �K0K0 � �K0K02(�L � �S) and Æ = �K0K0 � �K0K02(�L � �S) :Here �ij are the elements and �S;L the eigenvalues of the e�etive Hamil-tonian � � M � i2� , �S;L = mS;L � i2�S;L where mS;L and �S;L are themasses and deay widths for the KS and KL states. The KS and KL statesare the eigenvetors of �. The semileptoni deays are desribed by fouramplitudes:h`+���j�jK0i = a+ b ; h`��+�j�jK0i = a� � b� ;h`��+�j�jK0i = + d ; h`+���j�jK0i = � � d� :The amplitudes b and d are CPT -violating,  and d desribe possible vi-olations of the �S=�Q rule and the imaginary parts are all T -violating.The quantities x = (� � d�)=(a + b) and x = (� + d�)(a � b) desribe theviolation of the �S=�Q rule in deays into positive and negative leptons,respetively, while y = �b=a desribes CPT -violation in semileptoni deaysin the ase where the �S=�Q rule holds. The parameters x+ = (x+ x)=2and x� = (x� x)=2 desribe therefore the violation of the �S=�Q rule inCPT -onserving and CPT -violating amplitudes, respetively.3. CPLEAR methodThe neutral kaons were produed in CPLEAR through the strong inter-ations pp! K��+K0 and pp! K+��K0 where pp annihilate at rest. Fulldetails of the design, operation and performane of the CPLEAR detetoran be found in referene [4℄. The CPLEAR experiment measures time-dependent deay-rates of initially-tagged neutral kaons. The strangeness ofthe neutral kaon at its reation is de�ned by the harge of the aompanyingkaon (K+ for K0, K� for K0). The deay volume of the CPLEAR dete-tor overs the lifetime range of 0�20 �S. Final states f (�+��, �0�0, e��,�+���0 and �0�0�0 ) are measured and identi�ed, and physis parametersare extrated from time-dependent deay-rate asymmetries, suh as the oneshown for the two harged pions �nal state [5℄ in �gure 1. These asymmetrieshave the advantage that the detetion and reonstrution e�ienies, whih
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Fig. 1. The deay-rate asymmetry for neutral kaons deaying into two hargedpions, as funtion of the neutral-kaon deay time (in units of �S).are ommon to the di�erent deays, anel. However, the detetion proba-bilities are not idential for opposite-harge kaons, pions and eletrons whihwere used for tagging the strangeness of the neutral kaon at the produtionand at the deay time. Hene normalization fators were evaluated for boththe primary (prodution) and the seondary (deay) verties. Di�erenesresulting from geometrial detetor imperfetions were redued by reversingthe magneti �eld several times a day. To orret for neutral kaon regener-ation in the detetor material a dediated run [6℄ was performed to obtainthe forward sattering amplitude information in the momentum range of theexperiment.4. Measurements of T and CPT symmetry with K0; K0 ! e��Among the highlights of the CPLEAR experiment are ertainly the diretsymmetry test of T and CPT -violation. Sine weak interations do notonserve strangeness, a K0 meson an transform into a K0, and vie versa,a K0 an transform into a K0. Time-reversal (T ) invariane, or mirosopireversibility, would require all details of the seond proess to be deduiblefrom the �rst; in partiular, the probability that a K0(t = 0) is observedas a K0 at time � should be equal to the probability that a K0(t = 0) isobserved as a K0 at the same time � . Any di�erene between these twoprobabilities is a signal for T violation [7℄. Figure 2 shows the properly
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Fig. 2. The asymmetry AexpT (�) versus the neutral-kaon deay time (in units of �S).The solid line represents the result of the �t (see text).normalized asymmetry that is measured by CPLEAR [8℄:AexpT (�) = R(K0 ! e+���)�R(K0 ! e��+�)R(K0 ! e+���) +R(K0 ! e��+�) :For a large neutral-kaon deay time, the above asymmetry beomes a on-stant: AexpT (� � �S) = 4Re (")�4Re (y+x�). In the limit of CPT -symmetryin the semileptoni deay (Re (y) = 0 and x� = 0) this is a diret mea-surement of T -violation, where we still allow for a possible violation of the�S=�Q rule (x+ 6= 0). The �tting proedure then ontains the two param-eters: 4Re (") � AexpT (� � �S) and Im (x+). When �tting the asymmetryAexpT in the deay-time range of 1� 20 �S, we obtain:4Re (") = (6:2 � 1:4stat � 1:0syst)� 10�3 ;Im (x+) = (1:2 � 1:9stat � 0:9syst)� 10�3 :Similarly, the CPT -symmetry an be tested by measuring probabilities forK0 and K0 being produed and deaying with the same strangeness. Theprobability that a K0(t = 0) is observed as a K0 at time � should be equalto the probability that a K0(t = 0) is observed as a K0 at the same time � .From the point of view of systemati errors (normalization unertainties) itis favorable to onsider an appropriate asymmetry funtion AexpÆ of all fourrates [9℄. The asymmetry beomes a onstant for large neutral-kaon deaytimes; AexpÆ (� � �S) = 8Re (Æ). Free from any assumptions on the validityof the �S=�Q rule or on CPT -onservation in the semileptoni deays,



Results from CPLEAR 1951the result of the �t in the deay-time range of 1�20 �S is:Re (Æ) = (3:0 � 3:3stat � 0:6syst)� 10�4 ;thus inreasing the auray of this parameter by two orders of magnitudeif ompared with previous measurements [10℄.5. An indiret test of CPTThe Bell�Steinberger relation [11℄, or unitarity relation, gives us theopportunity to determine the values of Im (Æ) and Re ("):Re (")� iIm (Æ) = 12(i�m+ 12) � �X(jASj2���) +X(jALj2��3�)+2[Re (")�Re (y)� i(Im (x+) + Im (Æ))℄jfe�� j2� ;with �m = mL �mS,  = �S + �L, jASj2 = BR(KS ! ��)�S; jALj2 =BR (KL ! ���)�L; jfe�� j2 = BR(KL ! e��)�L. With additional on-straints from AT ; AÆ and using the results from CPLEAR on CP -violationin two pions and three pions �nal states [5, 12, 13℄ together with PDG val-ues [14℄, we obtain the following results [15℄:Re (") = (165:0 � 4:1) � 10�5 ;Im (Æ) = (2:4 � 4:2) � 10�5 ;Im (x+) = (�2:2� 2:7) � 10�3 ;Re (y) = (0:4 � 3:1) � 10�3 ;Re (Æ) = (2:4 � 2:8) � 10�4 ;Re (x�) = (�0:6� 3:1) � 10�3 :The parameters Re ("), Re (y) and Re (x�) are independently evaluated forthe �rst time, free from any assumptions on the validity of the �S=�Q ruleor on CPT -onservation in the semileptoni deays. The error on Re (") andIm (Æ) is dominated by the error on �000. The CPLEAR auray on �+���0and on semileptonis are suh that their ontributions beame negligible. Ifwe assume that �+�0 = �000, the errors on the parameters Re (") and Im (Æ)are redued by a fator of two. The limit we obtain on the parameter Im (Æ)is by three orders of magnitude more aurate than the limit obtained bya re-analysis of two earlier experiments [10℄, and our results on Re (") andIm (Æ) are almost an order of magnitude more aurate than a previoussimilar analysis [16℄.



1952 A. Shopper6. ConlusionThe CPLEAR Collaboration has performed the �rst diret measurementof T -reversal violation and CPT -invariane, the latter down to a level of� 10�4 . The results being in agreement with CPT -onservation showthat CP -violation is assoiated to T -violation. Using the Bell�Steinbergerrelation and CPLEAR results, the urrent limits on Re (") and Im (Æ) areimproved by almost one order of magnitude.REFERENCES[1℄ E. Gabathuler, P. Pavlopoulos, Pro. Workshop on Physis at LEAR with LowEnergy Cooled Antiprotons, eds. U. Gastaldi and R. Klapish, Plenum, NewYork 1982, p. 747.[2℄ C.D. Buhanan et al., Phys. Rev. D45, 4088 (1992).[3℄ L. Maiani in The Seond DA�NE Physis Handbook, eds. L. Maiani,G. Panheri, N. Paver, INFN, Frasati 1995.[4℄ R. Adler et al., CPLEAR Collab., Nul. Instrum. Methods Phys. Res. A379,76 (1996).[5℄ A. Angelopoulos et al., CPLEAR Collab., Phys. Lett. B458, 545 (1999).[6℄ A. Angelopoulos et al., CPLEAR Collab., Phys. Lett. B413, 422 (1997).[7℄ P.K. Kabir, Phys. Rev. D2, 540 (1970); A. Aharony, Lett. Nuovo Cim. 3, 791(1970).[8℄ A. Angelopoulos et al., CPLEAR Collab., Phys. Lett. B444, 43 (1998).[9℄ A. Angelopoulos et al., CPLEAR Collab., Phys. Lett. B444, 52 (1998).[10℄ V. Demidov et al., Phys. At. Nul. 58, 968 (1995).[11℄ J.S. Bell, J. Steinberger, Pro. of the Oxford International Conferene onElementary Partiles, eds. R.G. Moorhouse et al., Rutherford Laboratory,Chilton, England 1965.[12℄ A. Angelopoulos et al., CPLEAR Collab., Phys. Lett. B420, 191 (1998).[13℄ A. Angelopoulos et al., CPLEAR Collab., Phys. Lett. B425, 391 (1998).[14℄ Partile Data Group, C. Caso et al., Eur. Phys. J. C3, 1 (1998).[15℄ A. Angelopoulos et al., CPLEAR Collab., Phys. Lett. B456, 297 (1999).[16℄ K. Shubert et al., Phys. Lett. B31, 662 (1970).


